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Abstrat

Ontologies have beome an important means for

struturing information and information systems and,

hene, important in knowledge as well as in software

engineering. However, there remains the problem of

engineering large and adequate ontologies within short

time frames in order to keep osts low. For this pur-

pose, e�orts have been made to failitate the ontol-

ogy engineering proess, in partiular the aquisition

of ontologies from domain texts. We present a general

arhiteture for disovering oneptual strutures and

engineering ontologies. Based on the arhiteture we

propose a new approah to extend urrent approahes,

who mostly fous on the semi-automati aquisition of

taxonomies, by the disovery of non-taxonomi onep-

tual relations. We use a generalized assoiation rule

algorithm that does not only detet relations between

onepts, but also determines the appropriate level of

abstration at whih to de�ne relations.

1 Introdution

Ontologies1 have shown their usefulness in appli-
ation areas suh as intelligent information integra-
tion or information brokering by providing a tehnial
means to share and exhange knowledge and/or infor-
mation between humans and/or mahines [19, 1, 17℄.
Hene, their importane for software and knowledge
engineering may hardly be overestimated. Neverthe-
less, their wide-spread usage is still hindered by on-
tology engineering being rather time-onsuming and,
hene, expensive. Therefore a number of propos-

1We restrit our attention in this paper to domain ontologies

that desribe a partiular small model of of the world as relevant

to appliations, in ontrast to top-level ontologies and represen-

tational ontologies that aim at the desription of generally ap-

pliable oneptual strutures and meta-strutures, respetively,

and that are mostly based on philosophial and logial point of

views rather than foused on appliations.

als have been made to failitate ontology engineer-
ing through automati disovery from domain data,
domain-spei� natural language texts in partiular
(f. [3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 20℄). However, we see two pit-
falls our in most of these seminal approahes. First,
these investigations have mostly been oneived in iso-
lation from atual issues of ontology engineering sys-
tems. A framework for lassi�ation and evaluation of
approahes is laking. Thus, the overall piture of what
resoures may or should be used in ontology disovery
approahes remains rather vague and has not been un-
der disussion at all. Seond, most of these approahes
have only looked at how to learn the taxonomi part of
ontologies. In appliations like [19, 1, 17℄, an ontology
O often boils down to a an objet model represented
by a set of onepts C, whih are taxonomially re-
lated by the transitive ISA relation H � C � C and
non-taxonomially related by named objet relations
R� � C�C�String. On the basis of the objet model
a set of logial axioms, A, enfore semanti onstraints.
Common approahes mostly fous on the automati a-
quisition of C and H and often neglet the importane
of interlinkage between onepts. Though taxonomi
knowledge is ertainly of utmost importane, major ef-
forts in ontology engineering must be dediated to the
de�nition of non-taxonomi oneptual relationships,
e.g. hasPart relations between onepts. The deter-
mination of non-taxonomi oneptual relationships is
not this well-researhed.2 In fat, it appears to be the
more intriate task as, in general, it is less well known
how many and what type of oneptual relationships
should be modeled in a partiular ontology.

This paper presents a framework for semi-automati
engineering of ontologies. Within our general arhi-
teture (Setion 2), we embed a new approah for
disovering non-taxonomi oneptual relations from
text and, hene, for failitating the engineering of non-

2An informal survey performed by Katja Markert found that

a number of prominent and freely available ontologies, like Word-

Net or Sensus, laked rih interlinking of onepts through on-

eptual relations.



taxonomi relations. Building on the taxonomi part
of the ontology, our approah analyzes domain-spei�
texts. It uses shallow text proessing methods to iden-
tify linguistially related pairs of words (f. Setion 3).
An algorithm for disovering generalized assoiation
rules analyzes statistial information about the linguis-
ti output (f. Setion 4). Thereby, it uses the bak-
ground knowledge from the taxonomy in order to pro-
pose relations at the appropriate level of abstration.
For instane, the linguisti proessing may �nd that
the word \osts" frequently o-ours with eah of the
words \hotel", \guest house", and \youth hostel" in
sentenes suh as (1).3

(1) Costs at the youth hostel amount to $ 20 per night.

From this statistial linguisti data our approah de-
rives orrelations at the oneptual level, viz. between
the onept Costs and the onepts, Hotel, Guest House,
and Youth Hostel. The disovery algorithm determines
support and on�dene measures for the relationships
between these three pairs, as well as for relation-
ships at higher levels of abstration, suh as between
Aommodation and Costs. In a �nal step, the algorithm
determines the level of abstration most suited to de-
sribe the oneptual relationships by pruning appear-
ingly less adequate ones. Here, the relation between
Aommodation and Costs may be proposed for inlusion
in the ontology. A more omprehensive example will
be presented in Setion 5. We onlude with a survey
of related work and a short remark on the aquisition
of ontologial axioms, A.

2 System Arhiteture

The purpose of this setion is to give an overview
of the arhiteture of our system Text-To-Onto (f. the
overall shema in Figure 1 and the snapshot in Fig-
ure 2). The proess of semi-automati ontology a-
quisition is embedded in an appliation that omprises
several ore features desribed as a kind of pipeline
in the following. Nevertheless, the reader may bear
in mind that the overall development of ontologies re-
mains a yli proess (f. [9℄). In fat, we provide a
broad set of interations suh that the engineer may
start with primitive methods �rst. These methods
require very little or even no bakground knowledge,
but they may also be restrited to return only sim-
ple hints, like term frequenies. While the knowledge
model matures during the semi-automati engineering

3For ease of presentation we mostly give English examples,

however, our evaluation is based on our implementation that

proesses German texts.

proess, the engineer may turn towards more advaned
and more knowledge-intensive algorithms, suh as our
mehanism for disovering generalized relations.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Ontology Learn-

ing Environment

Text & Proessing Management Component.

The ontology engineer uses the Text & ProessingMan-
agement Component to selet domain texts exploited
in the further disovery proess. She hooses among a
set of text (pre-)proessing methods available on the
Text Proessing Server and among a set of algorithms
available at the Learning & Disovering omponent.
The former module returns text that is annotated by
XML and this XML-tagged text is fed to the Learning
& Disovering omponent.

Text Proessing Server. The Text Proessing
Server may omprise a broad set of di�erent methods.

In our ase, it ontains a shallow text proessor based
on the ore system SMES (Saarbr�uken Message Ex-
tration System). SMES is a system that performs
syntati analysis on natural language douments. Its
funtionality is desribed in detail in Setion 3. In gen-
eral, the Text Proessing Server is organized in mod-
ules, suh as a tokenizer, morphologial and lexial pro-
essing, and hunk parsing that use lexial resoures to
produe mixed syntati/semanti information. The
results of text proessing are stored in annotations us-
ing XML-tagged text.

Lexial DB & Domain Lexion. Syntati pro-
essing relies on lexial knowledge. In our system,
SMES aesses a lexial database with more than
120.000 stem entries and more than 12,000 subate-
gorization frames that are used for lexial analysis and



Figure 2. The Text-To-Onto Ontology Learning Environment

hunk parsing. The domain-spei� part of the lexi-
on (abbreviated \domain lexion"; f. left lower part
of Figure 2) assoiates word stems with onepts avail-
able in the onept taxonomy. Hene, it links syntati
information with semanti knowledge that may be fur-
ther re�ned in the ontology.

Learning & Disovering omponent. The Learn-
ing & Disovering omponent uses various disovering
methods on the annotated texts, e.g. term extration
methods for onept aquisition. Our senario for dis-
overing non-taxonomi relations uses the learning al-
gorithm for disovering generalized assoiation rules
desribed in Setion 4. Coneptual strutures that ex-
ist at learning time (e.g. a onept taxonomy) may
be inorporated into the learning algorithms as bak-
ground knowledge. The evaluation of the applied al-
gorithms suh as desribed in [10℄ is performed in a
submodule based on the results of the learning algo-
rithm.

Ontology Engineering Environment. The Ontol-
ogy Engineering Environment (OntoEdit4) supports
the ontology engineer in semi-automatially adding
newly disovered oneptual strutures to the ontol-
ogy.5 The sreenshot depited in Figure 2 shows on
the left side the objet-model bakbone of an ontology,
i.e. the sets C;H , and R�. In addition to ore a-
pabilities for struturing the ontology, the engineering
environment provides some additional features for the
purpose of doumentation, maintenane, and ontology
exhange. OntoEdit internally stores ontologies using
an XML serialization of the ontology model.

4OntoEdit is a submodule of the Ontology Learning Environ-

ment \Text-To-Onto".
5A omprehensive desription of the ontology engineering sys-

tem OntoEdit and the underlying methodology is given in [16℄.



3 Shallow Text Proessing

Our approah has been implemented on top of
SMES (Saarbr�uken Message Extration System), a
shallow text proessor for German (f. [12℄) that has
been adapted to the tourism domain. This is a generi
omponent that adheres to several priniples that are
ruial for our objetives. (i), it is fast fast and robust,
(ii), it yields dependeny relations between terms, and,
(iii), it returns pairs of onepts the oupling of whih
is motivated through linguisti onstraints on the or-
responding textual terms. In addition, we made some
minor hanges suh that priniple (iv), linguisti pro-
essing delivers a high reall on the number of depen-
deny relations ouring in a text, is also guaranteed.
We here give a short survey on SMES in order to pro-
vide the reader with a omprehensive piture of what
underlies our system.

The Arhiteture of our Text Proessing Server,
SMES, omprises a tokenizer based on regular expres-
sions, a lexial analysis omponent, and a hunk parser.

Tokenizer. Its main task is to san the text in order to
identify boundaries of words and omplex expressions
like \$20.00" or \Meklenburg-Vorpommern"6, and to
expand abbreviations.

Lexial Analysis uses lexial information to perform,
(1), morphologial analysis, i.e., the identi�ation of
the anonial ommon stem of a set of related word
forms and the analysis of ompounds, (2), reognition
of name entities, (3), retrieval of domain-spei� infor-
mation, and, (4), part-of-speeh tagging:

1. In German ompounds are extremely frequent
and, hene, their analysis into their parts, e.g.
\database" beoming \data" and \base", is ruial
and may yield interesting relationships between
onepts. Furthermore, morphologial analysis re-
turns possible readings for the words onerned,
e.g. the noun and the verb reading for a word like
\man" in \The old man the boats."

2. Proessing of named entities inludes the reog-
nition of proper and ompany names like \Ho-
tel Shwarzer Adler" as single, omplex entities,
as well as the reognition and transformation of
omplex time and date expressions into a anon-
ial format, e.g. \January 1st, 2000" beomes
\1/1/2000".

3. The next step assoiates single words or omplex
expressions with a onept from the ontology if

6Meklenburg-Vorpommern is a region in the north east of

Germany.

a orresponding entry in the domain-spei� part
of the lexion exists. E.g., the expression \Hotel
Shwarzer Adler" is assoiated with the onept
Hotel.

4. Finally, part-of-speeh tagging disambiguates the
reading returned from morphologial analysis of
words or omplex expressions using the loal on-
text.

Chunk Parser. SMES uses weighted �nite state
transduers to eÆiently proess phrasal and sentential
patterns. The parser works on the phrasal level, before
it analyzes the overall sentene. Grammatial fun-
tions (suh as subjet, diret-objet) are determined
for eah dependeny-based sentential struture on the
basis of subategorization frames in the lexion.

Dependeny Relations. Our primary output de-
rived from SMES onsists of dependeny relations [7℄
found through lexial analysis (ompound proessing)
and through parsing at the phrase and sentential level.
It is important for our approah that on these levels
syntati dependeny relations oinide rather losely
with semanti relations that are often found to hold be-
tween the very same entities (f. [6℄). Thus, we derived
our motivation to output those oneptual pairs to the
learning algorithm the orresponding terms of whih
are dependentially related. Thereby, the grammati-
al dependeny relation need not even hold diretly
between two oneptually meaningful entities. For in-
stane, in (2) \Hotel Shwarzer Adler" and \Rostok",
the onepts of whih appear in the ontology as Hotel

and City, respetively, are not diretly onneted by
a dependeny relation. However, the preposition \in"
ats as a mediator that inurs the oneptual pairing
of Hotel with City (f. [14℄ for a omplete survey of me-
diated oneptual relationships).

(2) The Hotel Shwarzer Adler in Rostok elebrates
Christmas.

Heuristis. Chunk parsing suh as performed by
SMES still returns many phrasal entities that are not
related within or aross sentene boundaries. This
however means that our approah would be doomed
to miss many relations that often our in the orpus,
but that may not be deteted due to the limited a-
pabilities of SMES. For instane, it does not attah
prepositional phrases in any way and it does not han-
dle anaphora, to name but two desiderata. We have
deided that we needed a high reall of the linguisti
dependeny relations involved, even if that would in-
ur a loss of linguisti preision. The motivation is
that with a low reall of dependeny relations the sub-
sequent algorithm may learn only very little, while with



less preision the learning algorithm may still sort out
part of the noise. Therefore, the SMES output has
been extended to inlude heuristi orrelations beside
linguistis-based dependeny relations:

� The NP-PP-heuristi attahes all prepositional
phrases to adjaent noun phrases.

� The sentene-heuristi relates all onepts on-
tained in one sentene if other riteria fail. This
is a rude heuristi that needs further re�nement.
However, we found that it yielded many interest-
ing relations, e.g. for enumerations, whih ould
not be parsed suessfully.

� The title-heuristi is very spei� for our domain.
It links the onepts suh as referred to in the
HTML title tags with all the onepts ontained
in the the overall doument. This strategy might
utterly fail in other domains, but it was suessful
for our hotel and sight desriptions.

To sum up, linguisti proessing outputs a set of
onept pairs, CP := f(ai;1; ai;2)jai;j 2 Cg. Their ou-
pling is motivated through various diret and mediated
linguisti onstraints or by several general or domain-
spei� heuristi strategies.

4 Learning Algorithm

Our learning mehanism is based on the algorithm
for disovering generalized assoiation rules proposed
by Srikant and Agrawal [15℄. Their algorithm �nds as-
soiations that our between items, e.g. supermarket
produts, in a set of transations, e.g. ustomers' pur-
hases, and desribes them at the appropriate level of
abstration, e.g. \snaks are purhased together with
drinks" rather than \hips are purhased with beer"
and \peanuts are purhased with soda".

The basi assoiation rule algorithm is provided with
a set of transations T := ftiji = 1 : : : ng, where eah
transation ti onsists of a set of items ti := fai;j jj =
1 : : :mi; ai;j 2 Cg and eah item ai;j is from a set of
onepts C. The algorithm omputes assoiation rules

Xk ) Yk (Xk; Yk � C;Xk \ Yk = fg) suh that mea-
sures for support and on�dene exeed user-de�ned
thresholds. Thereby, support of a rule Xk ) Yk is the
perentage of transations that ontain Xk [ Yk as a
subset, and on�dene for Xk ) Yk is de�ned as the
perentage of transations that Yk is seen when Xk ap-
pears in a transation, viz.

(3) support(Xk ) Yk) =
jftijXk [ Yk � tigj

n

(4) on�dene(Xk ) Yk) =
jftijXk [ Yk � tigj
jftijXk � tigj

Srikant and Agrawal have extended this basi meh-
anism to determine assoiations at the right level of
a taxonomy, formally given by a taxonomi relation
H � C � C. For this purpose, they �rst extend eah
transation ti to also inlude eah anestor of a parti-
ular item ai;j , i.e. t

0

i := ti[fai;lj(ai;j ; ai;l) 2 Hg. Then,
they ompute on�dene and support for all possible
assoiation rules Xk ) Yk where Yk does not ontain
an anestor of Xk as this would be a trivially valid
assoiation. Finally, they prune all those assoiation
rules Xk ) Yk that are subsumed by an \anestral"
rule X̂k ) Ŷk, the itemsets X̂k; Ŷk of whih only on-
tain anestors or idential items of their orresponding
itemset in Xk ) Yk.

For the disovery of oneptual relations we may
diretly build on their sheme, as desribed in the fol-
lowing four steps that summarize our learning module:

1. Determine T := ffai;1; ai;2; : : : ; ai;m0

i
gj(ai;1; ai;2)

2 CP^l � 3! ((ai;1; ai;l) 2 H_(ai;2; ai;l) 2 H)g.

2. Determine support for all assoiation rules Xk )

Yk, where jXkj = jYkj = 1.

3. Determine on�dene for all assoiation rules
Xk ) Yk that exeed user-de�ned support in step
2.

4. Output assoiation rules that exeed user-de�ned
on�dene in step 3 and that are not pruned by
anestral rules with higher or equal on�dene and
support.

Thus, the output of assoiation rules are pairs of
onepts that are proposed to the engineer for inlusion
in the ontology as non-taxonomi relations D := fdig.
The reader may note two important observations here.

First, we abstrat from the naming of relations in
our approah. Though this may ertainly lead to un-
wanted onations of relations, like (Person,Person,hit)
with (Person,Person,love), we onsider this a seondary
onern for our interative approah | though, of
ourse, this is a major issue for further researh.

Seond, we here have hosen a baseline approah
onsidering the determination of the set of transa-
tions T . Atually, one may oneive of many strategies
that luster multiple onept pairs into one transa-
tion. For instane, given a set of 100 texts eah de-
sribing a partiular hotel in detail. Eah hotel might
ome with an address, but it might also have an elab-
orate desription of the di�erent types of publi and
private rooms and their furnishing resulting in 10,000
onept pairs returned from linguisti proessing. Our
baseline hoie onsiders eah onept pair as a trans-
ation. Then support for the rule fHotelg)fAddressg
is equal or, muh more probably, (far) less than 1%,



while rules about rooms and their furnishing or their
style, like fRoomg)fBedg, might ahieve ratings of sev-
eral perentage points. This means that an important
relationship between fHotelg and fAddressg might get
lost among other oneptual relationships. In ontrast,
if one onsiders omplete texts to onstitute transa-
tions, an ideal linguisti proessor might lead to more
balaned support measures for fHotelg)fAddressg and
fRoomg)fBedg of up to 100% eah.

Thus, disovery might bene�t when bakground
knowledge about the domain texts is exploited for om-
piling transations. In the future, we will have to fur-
ther investigate the e�ets of di�erent strategies.

5 Example

For the purpose of illustration, this hapter gives
a omprehensive example, whih is based on our a-
tual experiments. We have proessed a text orpus
by a WWW provider for tourist information (URL:
http://www.all-in-all.de). The orpus desribes atual
objets, like loations, aomodations, furnishings of
aomodations, administrative information, or ultural
events, suh as given in the following example sen-
tenes.

(5) a. Meklenburg's sh�onstes Hotel liegt in Ros-
tok. (Meklenburg's most beautiful hotel is
loated in Rostok.)

b. Ein besonderer Servie f�ur unsere G�aste
ist der Fris�orsalon in unserem Hotel. (A
hairdresser in our hotel is a speial servie for
our guests.)

. Das Hotel Merure hat Balkone mit direk-
tem Strandzugang. (The hotel Merure o�ers
balonies with diret aess to the beah.)

d. Alle Zimmer sind mit TV , Telefon, Modem
und Minibar ausgestattet. (All rooms have
TV , telephone, modem and minibar.)

Proessing the example sentenes (5a) and (5b),
SMES (Setion 3) outputs dependeny relations be-
tween the terms, whih are indiated in slanted fonts

(and some more). In sentenes (5) and (5d) the
heuristi for prepositional phrase-attahment and the
sentene heuristi relate pairs of terms (marked by
slanted fonts), respetively. Thus, four onept pairs {
among many others { are derived with knowledge from
the domain lexion (f. Table 1).

The algorithm for learning generalized assoiation
rules (f. Setion 4) uses the domain taxonomy, an ex-
erpt of whih is depited in Figure 3, and the onept
pairs from above (among many other onept pairs).
In our atual experiments, we have de�ned a set of 284

Table 1. Related pairs of concepts

Term1 ai;1 Term2 ai;2

Meklenburgs area hotel hotel

hairdresser hairdresser hotel hotel

balonies balony aess aess

room room TV television

onepts, C := faig, and the domain-spei� part of
the lexion has ontained 486 entries referring to one
of these onepts.

root

furnishing

accomodation
event

area
...

hotel youth hostel
...

cityregion ...

Figure 3. An example scenario

The learning algorithm disovered a large number
of interesting and important non-taxonomi onep-
tual relations. A few of them are listed in Table 2.
Note that in this table we also list two oneptual
pairs, viz. (area, hotel) and (room, television), that are
not presented to the user, but that are pruned. The
reason is that there are anestral assoiation rules, viz.
(area, aomodation) and (room, furnishing), respetively
with higher on�dene and support measures.

Table 2. Examples of discovered relations

Disovered relation Con�dene Support

(area, aomodation) 0.38 0.04

(area, hotel) 0.1 0.03

(room, furnishing) 0.39 0.03

(room, television) 0.29 0.02

(aomodation, address) 0.34 0.05

(restaurant, aomodation) 0.33 0.02

6 Related Work

As mentioned before, most researhers in the area
of disovering oneptual relations have \only" onsid-
ered the learning of taxonomi relations. To mention
but a few, we refer to some fairly reent work, e.g.,
by Hahn & Shnattinger [5℄ and Morin [11℄ who used
lexio-syntati patterns with and without bakground



knowledge, respetively, in order to aquire taxonomi
knowledge.

Other researhers also pursue a similar priniple
goal, viz. the semi-automati engineering of ontologies
from text. Our arhitetural framework (f. Setion
2) provides a omprehensive piture into whih these
other approahes may be subsumed [18, 2, 4℄. For ex-
ample in [2℄ the system TERMINAE for building a
domain ontology using a terminology- based approah
is desribed. The underlying tehniques are restrited
to statistial term ourrenes, whih are also a part
of our system Text-To-Onto. More advaned mahine
learning tehniques are applied in the ASIUM system
presented by Faure and Nedelle [4℄. The system is
able to aquire taxonomi relations and subategoriza-
tion frames of verbs based on syntati input. The
ASIUM system hierarhially lusters nouns based on
the verbs that they o-our with and vie versa. How-
ever, this approah and the algorithms developed may
easily be integrated into our framework, so that the
aquired ontology may be re�ned further.

Regarding the aquisition of non-taxonomi onep-
tual relations we want to give a somewhat loser look
at related approahes. For purposes of natural lan-
guage proessing, several researhers have looked into
the aquisition of verb meaning, subategorizations of
verb frames in partiular. Resnik [13℄ has done some of
the earliest work in this ategory. His model is based
on the distribution of prediates and their arguments
in order to �nd seletional onstraints and, hene, to
rejet semantially illegitimate propositions like \The
number 2 is blue." His approah ombines information-
theoreti measures with bakground knowledge of a hi-
erarhy given by the WordNet taxonomy. He is able
to partially aount for the appropriate level of rela-
tions within the taxonomy by trading o� a marginal
lass probability against a onditional lass probabil-
ity, but he does not give any evaluation measures for
his approah. He onsiders the question of �nding ap-
propriate levels of generalization within a taxonomy to
be very intriguing and onedes that further researh
is required on this topi (f. p. 123f in [13℄) .

Wiemer-Hastings et al. [20℄ aim beyond the learn-
ing of seletional onstraints, as they report about in-
ferring the meanings of unknown verbs from ontext.
Using WordNet as bakground knowledge, their sys-
tem, Camille, generates hypotheses for verb meanings
from linguisti and oneptual evidene. A statistial
analysis identi�es relevant syntati and semanti ues
that haraterize the semanti meaning of a verb, e.g.
a terrorist ator and a human diret objet are both
diagnosti for the word \kidnap".

The proposal by Byrd and Ravin [3℄ omes losest

to our own work. They extrat named relations when
they �nd partiular syntati patterns, suh as an ap-
positive phrase. They derive unnamed relations from
onepts that o-our by alulating the measure for
mutual information between terms | rather similar as
we do. Eventually, however, it is hard to assess their
approah, as their desription is rather high-level and
laks onise de�nitions.

To ontrast our approah with the researh just
ited, we want to mention that all the verb-entered
approahes may miss important oneptual relations
not mediated by verbs. All of the ited approahes
exept [13℄ neglet the importane of the appropriate
level of abstration. Regarding evaluation, they have
only appealed to the intuition of the reader [3, 4℄, fo-
used at a distinguished level in the hierarhy [20℄ or
laked rigorous measures for evaluation [13℄. We have
evaluated our approah in blind experiments using two
standard and our original RLA measure (f. [10℄ for a
more detailed desription). The latter has been thor-
oughly tested for plausibility and validated against the
set of all possible relations.

7 Conlusion

We have presented an approah towards learning
non-taxonomi oneptual relations from text embed-
ded in a general arhiteture for semi-automati aqui-
sition of ontologies. We have evaluated the disovery
approah on a set of real world texts against onep-
tual relations that had been modeled by hand. For
this purpose, we used standard measures, viz. preision
and reall, but we also developed an evaluation metris
that took into aount the sales of adequay preva-
lent in our target strutures. The evaluation showed
that though our approah is too weak for fully auto-
mati disovery of non-taxonomi oneptual relations,
it is highly adequate to help the ontology engineer with
modeling the ontology through proposing oneptual
relations.

For the future muh work remains to be done. We
want to highlight but two major issues. The naming
and the ategorization of relations into a relation hi-
erarhy needs to be approahed. We want to ombine
some of the related work on the aquisition of verb
meaning with our own proposal in order to approah
this objetive.

Then, there remains the topi of engineering onto-
logial axioms. Naturally, this is worth several papers
on its own. We may just mention that we envision sev-
eral positions from whih to start. We have oneived
a prinipled approah to the engineering of ontologi-
al axioms [16℄. Our approah may be extended to-



wards an interative mode that has been proposed in [8℄
for the aquisition of integrity onstraints (aka axioms)
aiming at the modeling of relational databases. Other
than that, we want to explore possibilities o�ered by
indutive logi programming methods | whih, of
ourse, presume the availability of orresponding data
in order to allow for indution of logial rules.
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